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Press Release Summary: Elemis announce the launch of a new 
range of Christmas gift sets designed exclusively for timetospa 

 

Press Release Body: Elemis, the leading and award winning British 
spa and skincare brand, has designed a range of special Christmas 
collections exclusively for official online retailer timetospa. 

Elemis' goal is to address specific skin and body conditions using 
potent formulations that dynamically treat the skin with powerful 
results. The four new seasonal collections have been inspired by 
favourites and classics alike and are being provided through timetospa 
along with savings of up to £26. 



The new Bathing Luxury collection lets customers create a luxurious 
home spa with moisturising skin treats. Award winning Skin Nourishing 
Milk Bath has a milk protein base and Japanese Camellia Oil to soothe 
and nourish dry skin and restore the moisture balance. Exotic Lime 
and Ginger Salt Glow is an invigorating body scrub which stimulates 
circulation and leaves an all over glow. Exotic Cream Moisturising Mask 
contains a dynamic blend of ingredients to leave skin super 
moisturised and enriched. The Scented Travel Candle is the perfect 
size to sit on the side of the bath and really set the mood. 

Skin brightening formulations are the basis of Elemis' Fabulously 
Fruity gift set. A luxury skin care collection blending natural fruit 
actives for a radiant and brighter complexion. Tri-Enzyme Resurfacing 
Facial Wash has a gentle resurfacing action which stimulates the skin's 
natural cell renewal cycle and replenishes moisture levels. Papaya 
Enzyme Peel uses the natural exfoliating fruit enzyme action of Papaya 
and Pineapple to smooth, brighten and clarify the complexion. Fruit 
Active Rejuvenating Mask is a deep cleansing, creamy mask packed 
with Strawberry and Kiwi extracts to restore the glow to dulled 
complexions. 

Elemis has combined favourites from their exotics range for the Monoi 
Magic spa gift set. Exotic Frangipani Monoi Bath & Shower Cream is 
a luxurious cream wash with a gentle natural lather that cleanses the 
skin without stripping protective surface oils. Exotic Island Flower Body 
Balm has pure extracts of moisturising Pot Marigold and soothing St. 
John's Wort to soothe and soften the skin. Exotic Frangipani Monoi 
Moisture Melt is Elemis' best selling body oil; which soaks into skin 
quickly to deeply moisturise and leaves a gentle, exotic fragrance. 

Elemis has also launched the Best Seller Selection using best selling 
daily skin care and anti-ageing favourites, presented in a white vanity 
case. Products include award winning and all time best seller Pro-
Collagen Marine Cream and Papaya Enzyme Peel, a rinse-off 
exfoliating cream, rich in fruit enzymes, that smoothes, conditions, 
and repairs skin. Rehydrating Rosepetal Cleanser and Rehydrating 
Ginseng Toner are gentle formulations, perfect for drier or mature 
complexions and Skin Nourishing Milk Bath is the ultimate bath time 
treat. 

About Elemis: 
timetospa (commonly referred to as Time2Spa) is part of 
the Elemis group, the pioneering British spa and skin care brand. 



Elemis is proud to partner with over 1200 luxurious spas and salons, 
130 lavish cruise ship spas, British Airways Elemis travel spas and over 
100 retail stores around the globe. Elemis treats over 5.7 million 
people each year and has the single largest influence on trends and 
developments in the global spa and skincare industry. The successful 
combination of powerful natural ingredients, cutting-edge formulation 
technology and proven clinical trials has enabled Elemis to bring to 
market some of the most influential anti-ageing homecare products 
and professional spa-therapies the beauty industry has ever seen. 
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